Abortion Extremism
The abortion extremist movement consists of a loosely affiliated network of groups or individuals involved in criminal activity or advocating the use of force or violence in furtherance of an ideology based around the issue of abortion rights and practices.
• Threat Stream
• Tactics
• Trends
- Lone offenders motivated by extremist ideologies justifying their actions.
- Targets: Reproductive health care facilities and staff
Many tactics standing alone constitute protected activity under the First Amendment. However, when considered in the context of the abortion extremism movement, these tactics may indicate a resurgence of extremist activity.
A robot destroys a suspicious package outside a clinic in Chicago. Two separate incidents, different locations: (1) Box left with dead opossum & note stating “For all the doctors for all you do for women.” (2) Box left with dead skunk & note with the same verbiage.

Wanted posters targeting providers including photo, address, & other personal information.
ALLEGED ABORTIONISTS AND THEIR ACCOMPLICES

Due To The Recent Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals Decision We Have Reverted To A Version Of The Nuremberg Files Published Without The Strike Through Lines Defined By A Hysterical Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals As A "True Threat".

We Need Your Help!

We can end the Abortion War if we ram the images of the babies being slaughtered into the minds of every citizen in this nation.

How to Run for Office – And Run TV Ads Showing Murdered Babies

You must run for Federal Office to be able to run unedited, uncensored ads showing babies murdered by abortion at the Lowest Unit Rate. PLEASE NOTE: You cannot enjoy these rules and laws if you run for a state or county or city office in your area. These rules ONLY apply to FEDERAL candidates. I.e., U.S. Senate, U.S. House, or U.S. President.

If you are interested in being one of our 25 candidates in top 25 media markets – or if you want to run to show the victims of child-killing even if you are not in one of the top 25 markets – read this step by step process of what you must do.

You Can Do This
Targeting certain groups via billboards and flyers to increase participation in the anti-abortion movement.
Lists the names and addresses of abortion clinics.
Encourages pro-life activists to carry cameras/recording devices to document incidents of abortion injury and other wrongdoing.
Expansion of abortion and contraception training of female medical students.

Documentaries surrounding the subject of abortion.

'The Assassination of Dr. Tiller'
When: 9 p.m. tonight, MSNBC
- Expansion of reproductive health care facilities and services.
INVESTIGATIONS
• Loosely affiliated network; No official membership list.

• Justifies the use of force as "defensive action" to protect the lives of the unborn.

• Maintains website which can fuel the desire of individuals to conduct violent acts.

• Promotes lone offenders and AOG code of silence.
Whatever you may think about me, you’re probably right.

Extremist, Radical, Fundamentalist...? Yep! Terrorist...? Well... I prefer the term “Freedom Fighter.”

"End abortion by any means necessary and at any cost."

"Save a life, Shoot an abortionist."

"Dead abortionists don't kill babies, and a fire bombed death camp can no longer facilitate the holocaust against them."

"Save a life, terminate an abortionist"

“Calling all Tim McVeigh's and Eric Rudolph's! We must take the war to the enemies of freedom and retaliate with all due force.”
- Posted links to a website on how to make and transport TATP.
- Communicated online with other individuals who shared his views.
- Commented about purchasing ammunition online commonly utilized in AK-47 and SKS type assault weapons.
- When interviewed, [redacted] advised he had personally been motivated by the AOG and inspired by [redacted].

[Redacted text]

[Redacted text]
- Laws
- Access
- Funding
- Pharmaceutical advancements